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AJAX request to post data to process by Doctrine in Controller I'm trying to

create an AJAX request to submit data to my controller in Symfony 2. I have a
simple Ajax request based on this post. That post seems to be a bit similar to

the issue. However, I don't understand where should I inject my own service to
set the variables in the controller. My controller is called MainController and the

route is /main container->get('templates.templates'); $rendered =
$template->render('main', array('a' => 10)); }catch( \Exception $exception ){

$rendered = false; } return
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Green, KentuckyManipulation of integrated molecular genetic technologies in

fungi: expression of prokaryotic genes in filamentous fungi for the production of
recombinant protein. The development of genetically manipulable fungal strains
capable of the production of a diverse range of proteins has been a continuing

goal in the areas of mycology, microbiology, biochemistry and agriculture. Much
of this progress has been facilitated by the development of techniques for the

nuclear transformation of filamentous fungi, including the use of various
delivery vectors which have been designed to provide a means for delivering

exogenous genetic material into the fungal nucleus. This development has been
driven by the need for production of secreted or membrane proteins of human

importance, as well as for the production of large biotechnological scale
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products such as enzymes. In particular, due to its inability to produce
recombinant proteins and the limited ability to perform genetic modifications,

the model fungus Aspergillus nidulans is often regarded as of limited interest for
these studies. In contrast, the development of A. nidulans as a host for the

expression of recombinant proteins and its use to enhance the production of
industrially valuable 6d1f23a050
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